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Abstract
This bibliography records books and other publications about virtual machines.
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[KP15, KCS14]. Credit-Based
[KP15]. crisis [AT16]. criteria [ATS16]. Criticality
[WLMD16, LWM14]. Crop [UBF+98, BDF+98]. Cross
[CSS+18, JR02, JXL+12, SWF16, WLW+15, WCC16b, AWR05, BKC+13,
CWH+14]. Cross-Architectural [JR02]. Cross-Architecture
[SWF16]. Cross-ISA
[WLW+15, WCC16b, CWH+14]. Cross-Language [CSS+18]. Cross-Platform
[JXL+12]. cross-run [AWR05]. cross-thread [BKC+13]. Crosscut
[CLG+10]. CrossRef [Ano03b]. cryptographic [QZDJ16].
Distance [KKLV16, AJD09]. Distributed [Ano10, BBD+91, BDF+99, CLLS12, Das91, FKZ17, FD08, HKLM17, IE93a, IE96b, JWL+18, Kim84, KMG+18, KAZS14, LLW98, LS15, MLXG19, PP16, SC17, SM02, TCP+17, Vol90, WB81, WIS+15, WVT+17, WLS+18, WN17, XWH+16, ZFF06, AC95, Ano96, AB16, AFT01, Bier94, EMI13, Fis91, FF96, FX06, Fu10, GKP+19, KTB17, KJJ+16, KSLA08, SJ14, SNN12, SGGB99, SGGB00, SIK+16, VO92, WKC+09, ZWHC17].


Dolly [CSSS11], Domain [GGM+16, HHV+02, KLF+15, WK90, BML+13]. Domain-aware [KLF+15]. Domains [PNT12]. dominance [CPST14]. done [Han16, HUL06]. Don't [HHPV15]. Dortmund [Müh75].


duplication [CLcC13], Durham [Boa90]. during [JK13]. DVFS [Kam13].

DVM [MSG+12, MSG14]. Dynamic [Abr80, AMAB17, BB13, BHI15, DHPW01, DMG+15, GSN93, JWH+15, Lec16, LB98, LJJ+15, MDGS98, NMG15, PTHH14, SZW+16, TMLL14, TB17, TV12, Vac06, WWH+16, WCS09, XSC13, XML+18, YLN+17, ZFL15, ZWL09, ABDD+91, ARMMA18, AP18, BK14, BB12, BB15, BZA12, BOF17, CSV15, CPST15, GPW03, HWW+13, HBI3, JK13, JYW+13, KRC14, KJM+07, LMV12, LYYY18, LJJ12, Mly09, NTH+17, PGL12, PBAM17, RH17, RR17, WRSvdM11, WR+15, WU13, WWH+17, XH90, YWF09, vKF13].

Dynamically [MGZ14, BLRC94, BDT13, FC98, HH13].
dynamically-linked [FC98]. Dynamics [YWCF15, ACT94]. dynamo [Hol95].


dge-intelligence [MPA+18]. Edition [KGG00, LYYB14]. Editorial [Sed07]. Editors [FDF05, KS08b]. EDSAC [CK96]. Education [ACM06d, AJD09, DG05, GLA+08, HMS04, DTW07]. educational [WDSW01]. Effective
RH17, SZL+14, ZWC+19, CD14, DXM+17, GLK+12, KCS14, WDT18. Energy-Awareness [ZHL16]. Energy-credit [KCS14]. Energy-Efficient [DMR10, LZC+16, SYMA17, YLX+10, BB15, BRIDM10, HM18, NTH+17, YPLZ17]. Energy-Oriented [BWD+15]. Enforcement [LJFS17, NMMP15]. Enforcing [KC12, WZL15]. 'Engine [Wal10, GLV+09, M098, GLV+10, J+05, M057+05]. Engineering [IEE84b, ACM01a, MG82, GLV+09, MJ05, MIS+05]. Engineering [IEE84b, ACM01a, MG82, GLV+09, MJ05, MIS+05]. Enhance [GLS15]. enhancement [DXM+17, LS18]. Enhancing [CPKL17, GI12]. ENIAC [ZR06]. Enlightened [AGJS16]. ensemble [RGAT18]. ensuring [Req03]. Enterprise [ADG+92, FPR06, G06, LVM16, Hal08, NS07, WH05, Ano03a, Gal11]. enthüllt [Joo06]. ENTICE [GKP+19]. Entrepreneur [War11]. Entropia [CCWY05]. Entropy [TVO92]. Entropy-Driven [TVO92]. enumeration [SHS17]. Environment [BGM70, CL16b, GI98, Gen86, GGG03, HW93, IEE06a, J+05, JADAD06a, LWC+17, LW12, Mac79, RT93, TMV12, XSC13, AAB+05b, BH13, CLDA07, CWG00, Don87, GD08, GMR93, Hal09, HLR13, JWH+15, JXZ+10, JADAD06b, KW13, KMG+18, LJY15, MCG72, MST+05, MW18, MPF+06, RGAT18, TML14, TT93, Van06, WLL+13, XZZ+16, ZBP05, ZLLL13]. Environments [ACM05d, ACM06f, CWL12, GKXK13, HHW10, HKKW13, KKH14, KGZ+04, NKY+18, RGSJ17, SV13, ZZF06, ADA+19, ATS14, BCC+15, BRIDM10, BDK+08, CFVP12, DP11, DEG+17, FMIF18, GMK17, HOKO14, HC12, KSO+15, KKB14, PSZ+07, SJW+13, SGV12, TRG13, VD14, WWWL13, XHL+13, YLK+10]. Ephemeral [WHD+16]. equivalent [TCP+17]. Erlang [TCP+17]. Error [XH16, XHL+13]. errors [AMIA19]. Ersatz [Hin08]. erstellen [Zim06]. Erstellung [See08a]. ESA [Fis91, GH91a, IBM94, MSS91, OJG91, SNC91]. ESA/390 [OJG91]. ESA/XC [GH91a]. eServer [R+02, G+05]. ESPRIT [RD90]. Essentials [SN03, MBM09, VSC+10]. Estimation [DSM14, HSK17, KSSG16, NKY+18, OBSR16, LBL16, MPA+18, WDT18]. ESX [AAH+03, D+04, MWHH05, OH05, Rol07, R+02, Zim05, Hal08, MBM09, Wal02]. ESXi [GKBB15]. ET6 [Pul91]. ET6/1 [Pul91]. Etherface [Hir17]. Eucalyptus [AMA+14]. European [ACM04a]. EUROTRA [Pul91]. Evaluating [De 06, GLK+12, HW93, RCM+12]. Evaluation [AD11, CFH+79, CFH+80, DAH+12, HB12, KD78, MG19, PWZ+07, SJA+17, SHB+03, SHTE11, TFtLC15, VMBM12, ACM06c, ALW15, DSSP06, FSH+13, GE85, HTB19, Kao17, MCC18, Man18, VW08, WKT08, WWH+17, YZW+13, Hin08]. evaluations [SJW+13]. Event [DLX+17, MV16, YP15]. Event-driven [DLX+17]. events [LC13]. everywhere [Tre05]. Eviction [AGJS16]. Evil [HJC07]. Evolution [HH79, Kim84, SLM89, SL16, AGS10, CD01, GBCW00, Kero99]. Evolutions [BAL15]. evolving [Ano96, FF96]. examination [HN08]. Examining [NL00]. exceeding [GHS16]. Excelsior [MLG+02]. exception [Sal92]. Exceptionization [YKM17]. exceptions [Ven97b]. exclusion
Executable [MP01]. executables [AD18]. executing [ACT94, Lot91]. Execution [ACM05d, ACM06f, HWB03, KGZ+04, LWC+17, MM93, MO98, PY93, RT93, SV13, vLSM01, AS76, AAB+05b, BFC02, BDK+08, CLDA07, Fre05, GCARPC+01, GK05, MMP+12, OJG91, SM01, TT93, ZL13].


Experience [San88, RM03, CARB10, CBFLD12, PBAM17, RSC+15, TGCF08]. Experiences [NV05, SCD90, Tsa14, CMP+07].


Experience [San88, RM03, CARB10, CBFLD12, PBAM17, RSC+15, TGCF08]. Experiences [NV05, SCD90, Tsa14, CMP+07].


Experience [San88, RM03, CARB10, CBFLD12, PBAM17, RSC+15, TGCF08]. Experiences [NV05, SCD90, Tsa14, CMP+07].
ACM75, IEE96b, USE99, IEE04. File [AEMWC+12, AvMT11, Li14, SNC91, ZZF06, FFBG08, HC12, Int06c, JXZ+10, SBQZ14, Vag10, WH08, WF07], files [LLF+18], filesystem [ZYX+18], filling [HUWH14], film [SL00].

G [ALW15]. GA [HMH17]. game [FK13, GLJJ16]. games [WK+09].
Gaming [ZQCZ16]. Gap [DGLZ+11, FL13a, GSW+17, ZLHD15]. gaps [HUWH14]. Garbage [ADM98, DS16, GTS+15, HPHV17, PBAM17, Sch13a, SHB+03, URJ18, BOF17, DEE+16]. Gast [WF03]. Gast-Systeme [WF03].
Gateway [CCO+05]. Gateways [DW14]. gather [Wol99]. GC [HHPV15].
GCompris [CK06t, CK06r, CK06s, CK06q]. GCTrees [DS16]. GDB [MZG14].
geharteten [See08a]. Geiger [JADAD06b]. Gelato [Ano06a].
Gene [SSU+12]. Gene/P [SSU+12]. General [GBF+09, XWH+16, BDE+03, LSS04, SS72]. General-Purpose [GBF+09].
Generation [Ano03b, JXL+12, VLZL16, XML+18, ME87, Sus76]. generational [WK08]. generations [BOF17]. generator [ABDD+91, GEKP02]. Generators [Fra83, GHF83a, GHF83b, WNL+83]. Generic [MM94]. generics [Int06a].
Geo [JWL+18]. Geo-Distributed [JWL+18]. geographically [KTB17].
geometry [Hol95]. George [ACM03b]. Georgia [USE86, USE00a]. German [Joo09, Bec09, Bod10, CK06a, CK06b, CK06e, Fis09, Lar09, Sch13a, Spr07, WR07]. Germany [RM03, GHH+93, IEE01]. get [Ame13]. gets [Rou07].
good [RY10].
Google [Cox12, Joo06, DC15]. Goto [Abr80]. GP GPU [MMG+18, TY14]. GPU-Accelerated [MTFK19, SCSL12]. GPU-assisted [GMK17].
granular [FS89]. Grande [ACM01b, DHPW01, GPW03]. Grande/ISCOPE [ACM01b]. Granularity [PXG+17, LLS14]. Graph [CFM17, CRG16, LKY+17, Syr07, YTS14]. graph-based [CRG16].
graphic [Val76]. graphic-simulator [Ber86]. graphical [Bur02]. Graphics [Ano03b, JXL+12, VLZL16, XML+18, ME87, Sus76].
Green [KL14, LLW+12, LJI12, WZV+13, YLHJ14].
Grenoble [ACM05b, JPT94]. Grid [ACM05b, EEE04, SEF+06, TLC06, ZZF06, vLSM01, Rob06, SJW+13, SGV12, ZBP05, AKK+07, CCO+05, KGZ+04, LP14, WKT08, ZBP07]. Grid-Based [vLSM01]. GridGIS [M+06]. grids [CCWY05, MPA+18, GTN+06].
Group [Boa90, SF83, YLN+17, CKP78, ZLH+15]. growth [LDL14]. GSX [Zim05].
GTP [M+06]. Guarantee [LZ15]. Guaranteed [ZW+18]. Guaranteeing [LZW+15, YWR+14, ZRS+16]. guarantees [MSG01, ZHCB15]. Guest [CCML12, NOT+17, ABG14, FL13b, JXZ+10, LD11, MSZ09, XHCL15].
[KKTM17]. High-Level [DMS02, RB01]. High-Performance
[ACM98, IEE06a, KCWH14, LMG01, SD01, SCSSL12, URJ18, WCC16b,
dGG+17, Han16, Hog02, SYC14, LILLE17, LM99, LMG00, MUKX06,
SPF+07, WWH+17, ZYZ+18]. high-performing [GBCW00]. High-speed
[LRP+19]. Higher [BW03]. Highly
[KD78, ZFL15, CARB10, CGM17, GI12, GVI13, TGF08]. Hilton [IEE90b].
Hiphop [AEM+14]. histograms [CL14]. History [SKJ+17].
History-Based [SKJ+17]. HITAC [KAH83]. HIVE [Tay76]. HLA
[LCT+15]. HLA-Based [LCT+15]. hold [Yur02]. Holders [War11].
Holistic [LGJ+18]. Home [DW14, See08b]. hones [Won97]. honeypots
[ALL06]. Hood [Ven96, Ven97b, Ven97c, Ven97d]. Hose [YLH17]. Host
[CLW+14, QNC07, LMJ07, TB14]. Host-Based [CLW+14, LMJ07]. Hosted
[SVL01, CBLF012, CKT08, DS09b]. hosting [RQD+17]. Hosts
[BB13, BAO06c, CLL+13, TcLeC13]. Hot
[IEE90a, IEE97, IEE99, IEO01, BBTK+17]. Hotel [USE01a]. HotOS
[IEE01]. HotOS-VII [IEE01]. Hotplug [LJL+15]. HotSpot
[Sch13a, Arm98, BOF17, HNV+02]. HotSpotTM [RB01]. Houston
[ACM06d]. HP [BKMM87, MSCK92]. HPC
[M+06, HCJ07, JQGW15, PNT12, PCB+18]. HPC-GTP [M+06].
HPC.NET [Vog03]. HPCCh [DF96]. HPCS06 [IEE06a]. HSPT
[WLW+15]. HSSM [Wei02]. Huge [Got07, KYP+17]. HVM [LTK17].
HVMs [CBZ+16]. HW [DCG12, Wu13]. HW/SW [DCG12, Wu13].
Hybrid [GSW+17, HD16, KCWH14, PST+15, RSNK17, VVC+17, WGLL13,
FX06, KS18, LQW+12, RJK+17, YWHG13, ZGW+06, Gua14]. Hyper
[Gal09b, Lar09, LCO9a, TGB19, WXW15, Apr09, Car06, KVV09, KSS09,
KS10, Lar09, LCO9b, LCO9a, MG08, MG09, SRS09]. hyper-space [WXW15].
Hyper-V [Gal09b, Lar09, LCO9a, Apr09, Car06, KVV09, KSS09, KS10,
Lar09, LCO9b, LCO9a, MG08, MG09, SRS09]. Hypercubes [HO92].
HyperMAMBO [dGG+17]. HyperMAMBO-X64 [dGG+17].
Hypervisor
[BAL15, CL16a, HWCH16, JSHM15, JAS+15, KYP+17, NOT+17, PPG+17,
SJ+05, SKYK16, WJ10, WHD+16, XD16, XD17, ABG14, BBD+10, Chi08,
DN14, MSZ09, RSLACCLB16, Ste14, SL12, KSS09, KS10].
Hypervisor-as-a-Service [WHD+16]. Hypervisor-Based [BAL15].
hypervisor-secure [SL12]. Hypervisors [Rev11, SPF+07]. HYVI [Gua14].

I-Caching [MM93]. i.e [Mühl75]. I/O
[RM03, AJM+06, AMA08, AD11, ABG14, ABB+15, BMS16, BHEP14,
CWH+16, CDD13, CRZH15, DCP+12, DS09b, GAH+12, HB12, KS08a,
KMN+16, LILLE17, LMR18, LHAP06, NsP16, PST+15, Rus08, SBQZ14,
SYC14, SVL01, TcLeC13, VW08, WR12, ZSR+05]. I/Os [OBSR16]. IA
[Ano14b, De 06, Don06]. IA-32 [Ano14b]. IA-64 [De 06, Don06]. IaaS
[GLLJ16, GA18, HKM+18, KDB16, PPO14, RB17, ZLHD15, ZHW+17]. IAS
OG16, PP16, XH16, AO16, AMA+14, AA18, BDS+09, Car14, Hal09, HH13, J’+05, KSRL10, KR16, LLY+18, Low08, dOL12, MR04, PW03, RSF03, Fro13].

Infrastructures [WTM18, FPGK18, LPBB+18]. Ingens [KYP+17].

Infrastructures inherently [TDG+18]. Infrastructures [WTM18, FPGK18, LPBB+18]. Ingens [KYP+17].


Inspection [SK1+17]. Installation

[Bec09, Bor01, KGG00, Lar09, WF03, Zim05, Zim06, MIS+05]. Instance

[AMIA19, EMAL17, KCKC15]. Instances [WUNK17, ZG13]. Instant

[HPP15, Joo06]. Instruction [Oi06, HW15]. instructional

[DSSP06, DTW07, WO75]. Instructions [Qia99]. Instrumentation

[ZFL15, BZA12]. Instrumenting [MZG14]. Instruments [BPB86]. integer

[YTY00]. integer-reference [YTY00]. Integrated

[BDF19, CWG00, YZLQ14]. Integrating

[JMSLM92, LTT92, LCL14, OBSR16]. Integration [GMP89, Ame13].
Interpreters
[EG01, CEG07, EGKP02, EG03, Ert05, KKC+16, ZLBF14, Ert03].
Interpreting
[Han05]. Interpretive
[AS76, OJG91].
interpretive-execution
[OJG91]. Interrupt
[CL16a, TFtLC15, AA18].
interrupts
[AGH+16]. Intrernet
[Ano03a]. Intrinsics
[PSBG11a, PSBG11b].
introduce
[MS01]. Introduction
[ABB+19b, MPA+18, PFFJ18, ZYZ+18]. IOV
[DYL+12, DCF+12, HB12, XD16, XD17, YWCF15]. IP
[AM16, CF00, HWH18, NTR18]. Iron
[Ano05]. IronGrid
[Ano03b]. irregular
[AC16]. ISA
[CWH+14, DZ02, WIW+15, WCC16b]. Ischia
[ACM06c]. ISCOPE
[ACM01b]. ISDF
[M+06]. ISDN
[KGG00]. ISO
[Int05a, Int05b, Int06b, Int06c, Int06d]. ISO/IEC
[Int05a, Int05b, Int06b, Int06c, Int06d]. Isolated
[Jan79]. Isolation
[WZL15, ZTW17, Cza00, GND16, MD73]. ISPA
[M+06]. ISPAN
[HHK94]. ISSSTA
[Ost94]. Issue
[KM13, TZB19, Yur02]. Issues
[AFG+17, AD11, KS08a, KK19, PZH13, SEF+06, Tur84, AGH+15a, AEB19, BB08, PBB13]. Italy
[BW03, M+06, ACM06e]. Itanium
[Ano06a]. Itanium-based
[Ano06b]. iterators
[ZLBF14]. IV
[Int06c]. IVME
[Ert03]. IX
[BPP+17, IEE97].

J
[AC98]. J2EE
[JDJ+06]. J9
[WKJ15]. Jahrestagung
[Mih75]. Jalapeño
[AAB+00]. January
[ACM99, IEE93a, Shr89, USE01b]. Japan
[HHK94]. Java
[ACM98, ACM01b, Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano02, Ano03a, Sch13a, USE01c, USE01d, USE02, Wol99, ADM98, Ame13, AT16, Ano07b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano03b, AFT01, ABC+07, AC98, ANH00, BDF+98, BHDS09, BD01, BP01, BP03, Bri98, BZD17, Caa00, CW03, CT03, CH08, Cla97, Coh97, CDG97, Cra98, Cza00, Da1x, Da1t, DHPW01, DEK+03, DS09a, DBC+00, DCA04, DLS+01, EGD03, Eng99, EL98, Eng06, FFB+00, Fra98, FK03, G+01, GGG03, GCMAP+01, GPW03, GBCW00, HT98, Hau05, HM01, HOKO14, HWB03, HB08, Ivo03, J0R2, JJ02, Juo07, Kal97, KS13, LM99, LMG00, LB98, LV99, LY97a, LY97b, LY99, LYxxa, LYxxb, LYYBB13a, LYB13b, LYB14, LTK17, MSG01, MO98, Men03, MD97, MDxx, MLG+02, MB98, Mon97, MP01, NG13, OT97, Osk14, Oi05, Oi06]. Java
[Oi08, PTHH14, PRR07, PV06, Qia99, RVJ+01, RHR02, Ran02, R+13, Req03, SMK02, SSB+14a, SD01, SE12, SH04, Sch13a, SSMGD10, Seq13, SMSB11, SSB03, Shi03, SM01, SGV12, Siv04, Sni97, SBB01, SBB14b, SHB+03, Sun95a, Sun95a, SUN97, JCV99, Sui99, STS+13, SM02, Sur01, Tai98, Tal98, TO96, UBF+98, UR15, Van98, Ven97a, Ven97b, Ven97c,
Ven97d, Ven99a, Ven99b, VED06, VED07, VL00, WL96, WGF11, Wak99, WH99, Wes98, Wol99, Won97, WMWG06, YC98a, YC98b, YME05, YKM17, Yel99, YTY00, ZP14, ZS01, vLSM01, Ano97a. Java-based
[Ano96, FF96, HOKO14, KS13, YC98b].
Java/CORBA [GCARPC+01].
JavaScript [AHK+15, CBLFD12, VP16].
JavaScriptCore [Piz17].
Java [LMG01, SMES01, CF00, RB01, vD00].
JavaCard [BDJdS02].
JavaTM [Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, USE01c, USE01d, USE02, AC16, CSS+16, DBC+00, Guy14, R+13, RRB17, SV15, Sub08, Sub11, Ven99b, WKG17].
JVMPI [Sun95a].
JVMs [BK14].

K. [Sch94a]. Kailua [Shr89]. Kailua-Kona [Shr89]. Kaleidoscope [LFBB94]. Kanazawa [HHK94]. Kanotix [CK06c, CK06h, CK06r, CK06s]. Karlsruhe [RM03]. KDE [KGG00]. Keeping [NP13]. Kernel [FL13a, HD16, JJ91, KZB+90, SM90, SYB12, TY14, WLMD16, IWM14, Uhl07, VMBM12, KM13]. Kernel-based [TY14, KM13]. Kernelized [WCC16b]. kernels [HPHS04, RMB02]. Key [TF16, DPW+09]. Key=Value [TF16]. Kinder [CK06q, CK06t, CK06r, CK06s]. Kingdom [Vra05]. Kit [Car06, LC09b]. Knob [WK18, BR01]. Knoppix [CK06d, CK06i, CK06n, CK06s, Deu08, CK06i]. knot [LBF12]. Knowledge [FG91, IT86]. Kochbuch [PO09]. kompletten [Mar08]. Kona [Shr89]. Konfiguration [Bor01, Lar09, WF03, Zim06]. konfigurieren [RHM08]. Konsolidierung [Sec08a]. Konzept [Dal97]. Konzepte [Tho08]. Konzeption [Zim06]. krill [KS18]. KScalar [MRL02]. Kubuntu [CK06e, CK06g, CK06n, CK06t, CK06e, CK06e]. Kuck [War11]. Kundenserversystemen [Sec08a]. KVM [Deu08, Hin08, DN14, GLC84, HWCH16, LZL+15]. KVM-based [HWCH16]. KVM/370 [GLC84]. KVM/ARM [DN14].

L [Lot91]. lab [AL05, HMS04]. laboratories [DTW07]. Laboratory [Kim84, SVN+10]. Labs [Sec08b]. Lagrangian [GR15]. Lagrangian-based [GR15]. Lake [ACM03b]. Lambda [Wat86, Wat87]. land [Tsa14]. Landing [ACM03b]. Language [CDM+10, ECM01, ECM02, ECM05, ECM06, GSS+18, Hog08, Int05a, Int05b, Int06b, Int06c, Int06a, Kam83, Luc97, MR04, PW03, PFH+16,
Language-independent [PFH+16].
Language-level [WCG14].
Languages [BS90, Dan86, LFFB94, PTHH14, SSG90, Tol98, YKM17, ACM99, BDT13, Jou85, PMC05, PULO16, Sus76, TB14, Wel02, Wu13, YWF09].

LARD [WCG14].

Large [DK93, GKB815, PHL+12, RGSJ17, SL89, XDLS15, ZSXZ07, ZLW+14, BLRC94, DK75, FPQK18, LPD+11, Nie12, Req03, SZ13, SHTE11, YZSC17].
Large-Scale [PHL+12, SL89, XDLS15, ZLW+14, Sz13, YZSC17].
Latency [ASSB18, BPP+17, BL17, MV16, RZPX19, IMK+13, ZSW+06].
Later [FS12].
Launch [AMIA19].
Launch-time [AMIA19].
Layer [BTLNBF+15, MA17, RSLA+16, SLM89, XDLS15, ZLW+14, SZ13, YZSC17].
Layering [YWF09].
LayerMover [ZFY18].
LayerMV [ZFY18].
Lazy [Wak99].
LDA* [YZSC17].
Leadfoot [HHPV15].
Lean [SV15, Ven96].
Learn [BWH+19].
Learn-as-you-go [BWH+19].
Learning [BRX13, AD18, KGKT17, KRGT12, RGAT18, RT18].
Legacy [LU04].
LegoSim [RMB02].
Lern [CK06q, CK06t, CK06r, CK06s].
Lern- [CK06q, CK06t, CK06r, CK06s].
Lernprogramme [CK06k, CK06m, CK06l, CK06n, CK06o].
Lernprogrammen [CK06k, CK06m, CK06l, CK06n, CK06o].
Lessons [RM03, LJZ12, Rob06, URJ18, HMS04].
Level [AC16, cCWS14, Chu06, DMS02, KHW+16, NTR18, RB01, SV13, ZSR+05, ZQCZ16, AD18, AL05, BSM+12, BUT94, CIA07, EGD03, FLCB10, IM75, JHE14, LZW+17, SVN+10, SWcCM12, SSG90, WF07, WCG14, ZLZ13].
Leveraging [LLF+18, LDL+08, Pfo13, RLT+18, WHD+09, ZL13, ADF09, ZBG+05].
Libraries [DK93, Int05b, Woi97].
Library [Cro93, SJ+17, PWH+12].
Libvirt [Ano14c].
Life [ZR06].
Liftime [WJ10].
Light [WWL+17, HH10].
Light-Weight [WWL+17, GB08].
Lightweight [WWL+17, HB08].
Libvirt [Ano14c].
Like [Abr80, SSOT17].
LILA [Dan86].
Limbo [Luc97].
Limited [CH08].
Limits [WBB+16, vKF13].
Line [SV17].
Linguistic [UR15].
Link [KLLT18, CRB12, JK15].
Linked [FC98].
Linking [FC98].
LINUX
KGG00, Ano06a, CK06a, CK06b, CK06g, CK06f, CK06i, CK06h, CK06j, CK06k, CK06p, G+06, Mar08, Use00a, Wf03, ABB19a, Bau05, Bau06c, BBH08, Ble10, Bof01, CK06a, CK06b, Com00, Com03, DNV10, DAv04, Fab13, G+06, Gndb16, Mzg14, Nshw10, NV05, P+08, Ros14, Spr06, Spr07, Vmb12, Wm13].
Linux-based [ABB19a].
Linux-Server [Mar08].
Linux/OSS [Ble10].
Liquid [Li14].
LISP [ACM90, CK87].
List [TT96].
List-based [TT96].
Literature [BDF19].
LITL [Lam75].
Little [Men03, YYPA01].
Live [BWH+19, CCZ+06, Deu08, DK17, ECJ+16, Jgw+14, Kklv16, Lz1+15, Lj+11, Swh+15, Ski+17, Xll+14, Xd16, Xd17, Zrs+16, ZdlG17, Zxy+15, As14, Bac15, BB08, Fgl15, Hlw+10].
XWXJ15, XLJ16, YWW+17, YP15, ZLW+14, ZRS+16, ZL16, ZCG+17, ZL18, ZLZ+19b, ZZF06, ZWL+18, ZHL16, ZJXL11, ZTWM17, Zyt94a, Zyt94b, dSdF16, AD18, Abr82, AS85b, AGSS10, AGH+15b, AGH+15a, AAB+00, AC95, Ano13, Ano94, Ano96, Ano99a, AO16, AFT01, ABC+07, Arm98, AWR05, Arv02]. machine [AP18, ANH00, AMA+11, BDF+03, BBTK+17, Beg12, BPC94, BCM90, Bin94, Blu02, BADM06, BFC02, Bri98, CARB10, CL14, CD14, Car14, CEG07, CFVP12, CS76, CHCC07, CBLFD12, CK06a, CK06c, Co85, Co99, CGV10, dCCDFdO15, CGW00, CD01, DHC08, DP11, DM93, DBC00, Don87, DJ76, DXM17, EGKP02, EG03, FLL+13, FM90, FSLF19, FMIF18, Fit14, FF96, FLM08, FCG05, Fre05, GGG03, GTGB14, GCARPC01, GPW03, GR80, GBCW00, GA18, HJ10, HTB19, HUL06, HK07, He14, HPHS04, HSC15, IBM85, IBM88, Int88, IBM94, IBM96, IU18, JNR12, JW+11, JADAD06b, Kal97, KGY05, KS13, KSO+15, KS18, KTB17, gKEY13, KCS14, KJLY15, KCKC15, KKC+16, KM+18, KFF12, Kou11, KCV11, KRG+12, Lam75, LBZ+11, Les74, LC02, LM99, LZWD15, LBL16, LWLL16, LYY14, LYY18, LWLL16]. machine [Lia05, LL14, LPBB+18, Lot91, LG93, MSG+12, MD73, MD74, MD01, DBPK16, MS17, Man18, MNA16, MG72, MCC93, MN91, MST+05, MW18, MAk07, MJ93, NOK+85, NIA18, OG16, Oi08, ORPS09, PEL11, PFPJ18, PCB+18, Pi17, Pol19, Pul91, Ra17, RZ14, Re03, RF00, RL01, RS10, ScH13b, SSMG10, SHL13, She91, SCEG08, SASH13, SL00, Si89, GSBG99, SGBB00, SKC73, Smi97, SYA17, SMA+10, SBP+17, SSU+12, TSLBYF08, TML14, Ta17, TR+82, THG+18, THN09, TB14, TT93, Tur84, Vag10, Van89, Ven96, Ven97c, Ven97d, Ven99, VV13, WGF11, WKT08, WRX11, WZV+13, WKJ15, WCY+17, Web10, WLL+13, WW77, Won97, XHL+13, XCJ+14, XJW15, XZZ+16, YME05, YZW+13, YLH14, YP18, YLZ17, YLH17, YBZ+15, Yel99, YRJ18, YGN+06, YQZ14, YTY00, ZG13, ZWW16, ZY13, ZL15, ZL+15]. Machine-Based [LW11, WB81, CGV10, WKT08, YZW+13]. Machines [Ano75, ASB18, BMS16, BP99, BDJ02, BSS14, BW+19, Bee05, BBD13, BRX13, CL17a, CWL12, CCML12, CW12, CSS+13, CL16a, CCO+05, CH78, CHLY18, CDG02, DSM14, DEK+03, Den01, DK17, DMR10, DK15, Do11, EGF15, ECJ+16, Ert03, EDS+15, Gai75, G+01, GTS+15, Gum83,
HKLM17, HB17, HS06, HPP15, Ian14, JE12, Jen79, JXL+12, JAS+15, JK+10, KCWH14, KJL11, KP15, KAH83, LMR18, LZL+15, LYYY17, LD05, LHAP06, LW12, LJL+15, LLZ18, Mac79, Man15a, MD12, MGL+17, MM94, PSBG11a, PS16, Rev11, Ros04, SD01, SCSL12, SV13, SN05a, SN05b, Sta97, SKI+17, Sup04, TTH+19, TV12, UT87, Vog03, WLW+15, WGLL13, WZL15, WLLZ16, XSC13, XLL+14, ZRD+15, vLSM01, Agr99, ABB19a, AAH+03, ADA+19, AGH+16, ATS16, AAM+16, AMAB17, AS14, BAC15, Bac11, Bag76, BML+13, BDF98, BHvR05, Bel06. machines [BB12, BB15, BBM09, BBS06, BB95, CL17b, CGM17, CCL+17, CH08, Cra06, Cra13, CDD+94, DC15, DEG+17, DQLW15, DSZ11, DCMW17, EGD03, Ert05, EL98, EMS15, FBZS12, Fit14, FHL+96, FGLI15, FX06, Fu10, GI12, GVI13, Gol73, GLV+10, HKS19, HM18, HMH17, HZZ+14, HDG09, Hol95, JES+15, JWH15, JDW+14, JGSE13, KSSG16, KRCH14, KBB11, KR16, LMJ07, LZC+16, LLF18, LJL12, LQW+12, LC13, LTZ+14, LSS04, Man15b, Mat09, MG13, MRG17, hTMAC+08, NK10, NOR15, PFH+16, PSBG11b, PMC05, PBHY+08, PRS16, PV08, RK16, RH17, RR02, RT18, SB14, SS13, SENS10, SNV10, Sch09, SSN12, SJ1+12, SJW+13, SSL+13, Ste14, Str13, SK13e, SLA+16, SHTE11, Syr07, TzK17, TGF08, TMMVL12, TDG+06, TrLc13, VT14, VED07, WQG15, WZX+17, WDT18, WCS06, WSVY09, WrSvdM11, WrS+15, XHCL15]. machines [XWX+17, XTB17, YC98b, YWF09, YWGH13, ZBG+05, ZWHC17, ZWL09, ADM98, BHDS09, CT03, Cla97, MLG+02, PEC+14, SM01, UB+98, VED06, YC98a, ZS01]. macro [Wel02]. macro-architecture [Wel02]. Made [Ste05]. Mail [Joo06]. Mainframe [BBHL08]. maintaining [HBP06]. maintenance [LSS04]. Make [THB06, BC10, DMH18]. makes [Wal10]. Making [HKKW13, XLL+14, SJJ+12]. Malware [CLS07, CD12, GG11, AD18, CVWL13, CDD+06, YJZY12]. MAN [TDG+06, YYP01]. MAN/WAN [TDG+06]. manage [Car14, Fit14]. Manageability [Gua14, MG05]. managed [CBGM12, CFG+13, GK05, RJK16]. Management [AW17, DMR10, HC17, KGGS17, KL14, Lar09, LJL+13, LCL12, LXM+16, MBWW86, MDGS98, SMES01, SC17, SDD+16, TB17, WIS+15, WLW+15, WGLL13, AHH+15, ATS16, ARMA18, BAC15, Beg12, BBMA91, BHDS09, BN89, Ch08, Cla05, Fit14, Fu10, GTGB14, GLK+12, HB13, IMK+13, KCKC15, KMG+18, KB17, LLS+08, MS00, MBA+12, NS07, DOL12, RH17, RP07, RJK16, SG10b, SWC08, TRG13, Wal02, WDC08, WWVL13, WC06, WS09, YLCH17]. Manager [Car13, Car14, KMT14, Apr09, MBA+12]. Managing [BB13, KGZ+04, BCP+08, J1+05, YLH14]. Manipulating [GK05]. Mantle [BB95]. Manual [CRZ83]. manufacturing [LSS14]. Many [LPB17, CLL+13, DQR+13, WR07]. Many-Objective [LPB17]. Manycores [HPP15, KHW+16]. Mapped [HW93, BLRC94, SV15]. Mapping [Bak83, CFM17, PS16, PCC+16, CRB12, HSC15, JK15, UR15, WK08]. MapReduce [HSC15]. March [ACM06d, Ano10, SS05]. Marine [MMG+18].
Middleboxes [KRS+17, YDW18]. Middleware [ACM05b, HOKO14]. Migrate [YBZ'+15, CLL'+13]. Migrating [JE12]. Migration [ABV12, BWH'+19, BFG'+14, BWD'+15, CYX'+17, DK17, EMAL17, KC16, KGS16, KKLV16, LZL'+15, LJJ'+11, NBK16, RSNK17, RSN'+18, SL14, SHW'+15, TMV12, XWXJ15, XLL'+14, XD16, XD17, YWR'+14, ZRS'+16, ZCG'+17, ZDLG17, vLSM01, AGH+15b, AGH+15a, AS14, BAC15, BB08, CLcC13, FMIF18, FGLI15, HLW'+10, HTB19, HDG09, JKK+13, JGW+11, JDW+14, JGSE13, KTB17, KJLY15, LZWD15, LZC+16, DPBK16, MG13, NIA18, PDC+12, PFPJ18, PCB+18, RK16, SM01, SYMA17, SSL+13, SLA+16, SHTE11, TDG'+06, WCY'+17, WDT18, WRSvdM11, WRS+15, YBZ+15, ZLZ15, ZHHC17, ZFY18, ZLZ+19b, ZLZ+19a, ZNSL14, ZLLL13, ZLYL18].


Model-Driven [NSJ12]. Model-Free [BRX13]. Modeling [ACM81, CH78, IN87, KRG'+12, LDL14, TIIN09, WLS'+18, XWH'+16, BB95, FX06, gKEY13, SK13c, TLX17, YZS17]. Modelling [DPBK16]. Models [DSM14, HBL'+10, HWB03, Man15a, RSW'+06, SL16, ADG'+92, HJC07, Lia05, RO16, VVB13, WDT18, Ble89]. Modem [Ano30a]. Modern [BDG18, EG01, FKS+17, GG11, FIF'+15, KB17, ZDK'+19]. Modular [AvMT11, DCA04, FC98, LH13, TO91]. Modularity [SV93, DNR96].

Modulation [WUK+18]. m"oglichen [Hin08]. moldable [HZZ'+14]. Molecular [YWCF15]. monad [Dan12]. Monitor [LXM'+16, QT06, Ren78, RI00, RT93, Ros99, SVL01, AGSS10, ALL06, AMA+11, Co99, KOY05, Kou11, SLHJ13, SSU'+12, TT93, XZ11, ZYY+18]. monitor-based [AMA+11]. Monitoring

Near-Precise [LJFS17]. near-threshold [TDG18]. Neat [BB15]. need [BGS13, GLK12, WCS09]. needs [STFH15]. Negotiation [ABV12]. Nested [HBL10, GHS16, RQD17]. nested-virtualization [RQD17]. Net [MBK11, Tur92]. NetAdvantage [Ano03b]. NetLCR [Joo06]. Netstumbler [Joo06]. NetWare [WF03]. Network [ACM98, RM03, AFG17, Ano10, AO16, ACA16, BRIdM10, BL17, BHEP14, CFM17, CPS17, CKT08, Cre08b, DW14, EMAL17, Fis01, FLZ17, GHM18, HSL17, HB12, HJK18, IKU15, JW17, KKT17, Ken80, KAZS14, KLLT18, LLW16, LDRS18, LCFL12, MLXG19, MCZ06, Mon97, MR06, Nou92, PHL12, PCR89, PST15, Rix08, RKKR17, SSOT17, WB81, XWH16, XD16, XD17, ZHHC17, ZWH17, ZKWH17, ACM06c, AM16, AMIA19, ALW15, BCC15, BCM90, BL90, BH13, BBS06, CBZ16, CB10, CRB12, Cre10a, DYL12, FLL13, FJKK17, FK13, FSH13, GLLJ16, HBP06, IM93, IK15, KSO15, KWZ19, LYYY17, LLW16, LDRS18, LCFL12, MLXG19, MCZ06, Mon97, MR06, Nou92, PHL12, PCR89, PST15, Rix08, RKKR17, SSOT17, WB81, XWH16, XD16, XD17, ZHHC17, ZWH17, ZKWH17, ACM06c, AM16, AMIA19, ALW15, BCC15, BCM90, BL90, BH13, BBS06, CBZ16, CB10, CRB12, Cre10a, DYL12, FLL13, FJKK17, FK13, FSH13, GLLJ16, HBP06, IM93, JK15, KSO15, KWZ19, LYYY17, LRP19, DPBK16, MSZ09, NTH17, OK90, PBL16, RK16, SZL14, Tur84, UBL82, WWS89, WHC16, WCC16c, WC91, YCL19, ZLZ19a, BCZ19, MCJ19, MF16, YWL18].

[AT16]. **NUMA**
[BMS16, GTS+15, KP15, LL14, LXM+16, SJA+17, SKJ+17].
**NUMA-Aware** [BMS16]. **NumaGiC** [GTS+15]. **Number** [BP99, SZ13].
**Numerical** [Hol95]. **nutzen** [Zim06]. **nützliche** [LC09a]. **NVMe** [HC18].
**NVRAM** [ZLW+19].

O [RM03, AJM+06, AMA18, AD11, ABG14, ABB+15, BMS16, BHEP14, CWH+16, CDD13, CRZH15, DCP+12, DS09b, GAH+12, HB12, KS08a, KMN+16, LLE17, LMR18, LHAP06, NsP16, PST+15, Rus08, SBQZ14, SYC14, SVL01, TtLC13, WV08, WR12, ZSR+05]. **Oak** [SVN+10]. **Oakland** [IEE84a, IEE90a, IEE91]. **OAMulator** [MS01]. **OASIS** [UBL+82]. **OB** [XHCL15]. **Oberon** [WF03].

Object [Bad82, BBD+91, BP01, CAF+91, Low88, PTHH14, PMC05, San88, STFH15, USE99, USE01b, BZD17, DNR06, GSN93, IT86, LM99, VED07, WML02]. **Object-Based** [Bad82]. **Object-Oriented** [BBD+91, USE99, USE01b, PTHH14, PMC05, San88, BZD17, DNR06, GSN93, IT86, LM99, VED07, WML02].

October [ACM03b, Ano99b, Ano06a, Boa90, IEE03, Tho93, USE00a, Vra05]. o [CGV10]. o-board [CGV10]. **Oensive** [BDJdS02].**Oers** [Ano03a, Got07]. **Oece** [BRIdM10, Ano03b]. **Oine** [TRG13, SHLJ13].

Ooading [CL16a, GKXK13]. offs [SIrLB15]. **OGSA** [AKK+07].

OGSA-DAI [AKK+07]. **Oktober** [Müh75]. Old [Got07]. Older [SHB+03].

**Older-first** [SHB+03]. **Oleco** [Joo06]. **On-Chip** [GGM+16]. **On-Demand** [SEF+06, ZZF06, DEG+17, JCZZ13]. on-stack [LH13]. **On-the-fly** [URJ18].

**One** [Cre09, HPHV17, NKY+18, JK15, Ste14]. on-shot [JK15]. **Online** [FL13a, GR15, HKLM17, HKKW13, JWL+18, Joo06, KT17, NG13, RG17, SZW+16, SIK+16, SXCL14, ZHW+17, ZWC+14, BB12, LSS04, NK10, ZWX16]. **Online-Handbuch** [Joo06]. **Ontario** [ACM06f, SoS3]. onto

[AO16, Bak83, BS90, PS16]. Open [AFG+17, SJV+05, AGH+15a, AAB+05a, FP14, TSP17]. **Open-Source** [SJV+05, AAB+05a]. **OpenCL** [KJJ+16, TY14]. **OpenFlow** [YKS16].

OpenNebula [KMT14]. OpenOffice [Joo06]. OpenQRM [Kar07].

OpenStack [AMIA19, BB15]. OpenSUSE [CK06g, CK06f, CK06o, CK06p]. **Operand** [MSI18]. **Operating** [ACM75, ACM03b, BPP+17, BYBYT16, CD12, Dsas91, HXZ+16, IEE01, J+05, MKKE12, MM94, RT93, SL89, THB06, Vra05, ACT94, CCZ+06, CGL+08a, CGL+08b, CGL+08c, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CKP78, Co00, CLDA07, Dav04, Don87, HDK+13, KSLA08, Kou11, MW18, MDFS72, NV05, Ros06, SPF+07, SS72, TW13, Vac06, Van06, WR07, WWT89, YK13, Mat10].

Operation [ZT06]. **Operational** [Dan12, Siv04]. Operations [OLZ16, MPF+06]. operator [GHM+18]. Opportunity

[KMK16, OMB+15]. Optimal
optimale [Sch13a].

Optimisation [YWGH13, GKP+19]. Optimise [War80]. Optimistic [Pon19, WGF11].

Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations [HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12].

Optimize [OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized [CGC16, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12].

Optimizing [CEG07, dCCDFdO15, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17, LQW+12, LL14, LM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLL16, ZYLY18].

Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations [HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12].

Optimize [OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized [CGC16, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12].

Optimizing [CEG07, dCCDFdO15, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17, LQW+12, LL14, LM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLL16, ZYLY18].

Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations [HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12].

Optimize [OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized [CGC16, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12].

Optimizing [CEG07, dCCDFdO15, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17, LQW+12, LL14, LM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLL16, ZYLY18].

Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations [HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12].

Optimize [OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized [CGC16, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12].

Optimizing [CEG07, dCCDFdO15, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17, LQW+12, LL14, LM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLL16, ZYLY18].

Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations [HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12].

Optimize [OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized [CGC16, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12].

Optimizing [CEG07, dCCDFdO15, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17, LQW+12, LL14, LM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLL16, ZYLY18].

Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations [HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12].

Optimize [OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized [CGC16, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12].

Optimizing [CEG07, dCCDFdO15, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17, LQW+12, LL14, LM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLL16, ZYLY18].

Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations [HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12].

Optimize [OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized [CGC16, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12].

Optimizing [CEG07, dCCDFdO15, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17, LQW+12, LL14, LM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLL16, ZYLY18].

Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations [HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12].

Optimize [OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized [CGC16, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12].

Optimizing [CEG07, dCCDFdO15, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17, LQW+12, LL14, LM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLL16, ZYLY18].
BB12, BBM09, BMER14, CBGM12, CBZ16, CMP07, DQR13, DLL16, DSSP06, DYL12, EMS15, Fit14, FF96, GP13, G+01, GVI13, G+05, GAH12, Han16, HHSG18, Hog02, HC12, HL13, KJL14, KL13.

Performance [Kou11, KCV11, LBZ11, LLLE17, LM99, LM00, LL14, MCC18, MA10, MST+05, MUKX06, M+06, MMG+18, MW05, NB11, OL13, PV08, RHR02, RQD+17, Rix08, SENS16, SE12, SB10, SPF+07, SYC14, TIIN09, VW08, WWH+17, YC98b, YZLQ14, YQZ14, ZRY+18, ZSR+05, ZSW+06, ZLCZ18].

Power-Aware [SDD+16, ZWL+18, KBB11, JNR12]. power-capping [JKK+13].
Power-ecient [AAM+16, LLLE17, SSN12]. POWER5 [AAB+05c]. PowerPC [But94].
Practical [BJH+16, DLX+17, HN10, Kna93, WLW+15, WWH+17, FIF+15, SNV10, TC10, Wun13].
Practice [Bec09, Cre08b, Lar09, SHB+03]. Practices [MO98]. Praxis [Bec09].
Praxisbuch [Lar09]. Praxisfuhrer [Bor01]. Pre [LUL+05].
Pre-virtualization [LUL+05], Precedence [EGR15].
Precedence-Constrained [EGR15]. Precise [LJFS17, BHSB14, TLX17].
Precision [ADM98, BKMM87]. preconditioned [MM92]. Predicate [UOKT84]. predicates [JKDC05]. Predictable
[LTE12, XLJ16, LTK17, HK07]. predicting [WQG15]. Prediction
[LWC+17, ZDLG17, ADA+19, CEG07, EG03, KJM+07, KCV11, RAj79, SSN94]. predictable [XCJ+14]. Predictor [BSMF08].
Preemptive [PG18]. prefetch [KW13]. Prefetching [RZPX19].
Preliminary [HW93]. prep [IIPB09]. PreScheme [Ram93]. presence
[CFG+13]. present [JKDC05, Yur02]. presented [ACM90]. Preservation
[JE12, BB08]. preserve [STFH15]. Preserving [BS96, DNR06].
pretenuring [BOF17]. Prevent [SYB12]. preventing [PR07]. prevention
[MA17]. previous [STFH15]. price [WHC16]. pricing [ADA+19, DEG+17].
Primary [PP16]. Primitive [LCWB+11, BMWB86, POU90].
Principles [ACM75, ACM99, ACM03b, Joo07, SHW+15, Vra05, SS72].
Privacy [IEE84a, IEE90a, IEE91, WLL+13]. private
[Nie12, SYMA17, WH08, Fro13]. Privileged [MPF+06]. Pro
[SR509, Fra06, Fra09, Wil06]. Proactively [SKBB15]. probability
[LYYY18]. Problem [BL17, BFG+14, Man15a, MM92, SL00]. Proceedings
[ACM96, ACM97, ACM99, ACM04b, ACM05b, ACM06a, ACM06b, Ano02, IEE96b, BAA90, IEE99, USE99a, USE00a, USE01a, USE01b, ACM00, ACM03b, ACM05a, ACM06f, Ano93, GHG+93, HKH94, IEE85, IEE04, JPT04, Mat10, MR91, SS05, USE85, USE86, Vra05, ACM75, ACM81, ACM89, ACM90, ACM01b, RM03, ACM04a, ACM05c, ACM05d, ACM06c, ACM06d, Ano01b, Ano04b, Ano06a, BW03, IEE84b, IEE84a, IEE90a, IEE90b, IEE91, IEE92, IEE93a, IEE93b, IEE05, IEE06b, IEE06a, MS91b, Oto94, Soi83, Shr89, Tho93, USE91, USE93, USE01c, USE02, USE06, M+06].
Process [AGLM91, Bal91, HPHV17, MZG14, RB01, SC17, Tho93, AC95, LZWD15, XCJ+14]. process-aware [XCJ+14]. Processes
processing

[DKW15, Loy92, VLZL16, DH01, EF94, GSN93, IM93, KHL17, KWZ+19, LKY+17, LRP+19, LG93, MMG+18, WWT89, Wün13, ZDK+19]. 

processor

[ISE08, NSL+06, RWX+12, SKJ+17, IIK+06, LRC05, VdlFCC97, WDSW01, WLL+13, WJGA12]. 

processor-interconnect

[SKJ+17].

processors

[DSM14, Gei02, MT16, MT17, MBK+92, PNT12, RTL+18, KKC+16, MN03].

Product

[IBM88, Int88, SV17].

production

[SL00].

products

[Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano05].

professional

[vH08, IIPB09, Ham07, Khn09].

professionellen

[Zim05].

profile

[AWR05, WKJ17].

profiles

[SH04, VL00].

Profits

[BYBYT16, MLXG19, ZHW+17, LWLL16].

Profit-Maximizing

[BYBYT16].

profitability

[WUK+18].

Program

[ACM01a, Han05, HB08, MSG01, SZ88, ABDD+91, BPB86, She02, WGF11].

Programm

[Mar08].

Programmable

[DCG12, DMS02, FS11, Ken80, MSS+15].

Programmer

[PSBG11a, PSBG11b].

programmers

[Hee07].

Programming

[ACM90, Arm78, DK75, Eng99, Gai75, GMP89, GH91b, LFBB94, Luc97, SYB12, Sub08, Sub11, Tho68, Tol98, ACM99, AS85b, Alf91, BCM90, Ham76, Jon85, Kog99, ME87, RSW91, SM08, Tai98, AS85a].

Programming-in-the

[DK75].

programming-in-the-small

[DK75].

Programs

[FS12, Kam83, NMMP15, Wel94, CK06b, CK06e, CRC16, DKF94, EGD03, GMR93, IM75, Wol99].

Progress

[ZRD+15, ZHC15].

project

[AAB+05a, CK978, Lot91, RD90].

projects

[AL05].

PROLOG

[Clo85, Ode87, War80].

Promoting

[ACA16, WLW+17].

Proof

[FC98, LLZ18, Arv02, FP14, FCG+05, ZLH+15].

proof-carrying

[FGG+05].

Propagating

[AD11].

Properties

[BN75].

property

[VT14].

proposed

[GH91b].

Prospect

[PCB+18].

protect

[ZBP07].

Protected

[KSLA08].

Protecting

[LMJ07, WTM18, WLL+13].

Protection

[VMW+19, CD12, CDD13, SS75, CGL+08a, CGL+08b, CGL+08c, JCZZ13, PK75b, TSLBYF10, WJGA12].

Protector

[DK18, NMMP15, Wel94, CK06b, CK06e, CRC16, DKF94, EGD03, GMR93, IM75, Wol99].

Protocol

[GKXK13, MN91].

protocols

[DM93, RSLGCLB16].

Prototype

[Sim92].

Provably

[GNDB16].

Proverb

[Fer11].

Provers

[Hir17].

Provide

[ESY+17, WJ10].

providers

[EdPG+10, SG10a, TMMVL12].

Providerwahl

[Joo06].

Providing

[BS+09, HC18, KKH14, KGZ+04].

Proving

[BW03, IM75].

Provider

[BN75].

proxy

[TC+15, LLL18, NMG15, NSJ12, SC18, SZW+16, SXCL14, XLJ16, ZLW+14, ZRS+16, CSS11, CFVP12, KBB11, PPO14, SJ14, VOS12].

proxies

[Eug06, STFH15].

PS3

[Sta07].

PBSeries

[Miy09].

Pseudo

[ABDD+91].

pseudo-random

[ABDD+91].

PSO

[War12].

PSO-Based

[LW12].

Pthreads

[RMB02].

Public

[OG16, WUNK17, WUK+18, FBZS12, ZLW+12, ZBS+15].

Publications

[Mat10].

Purpose

[GB+92].

Purposes

[BHI15, WDSW01, WO75].

PV

[Ano15].

pyramid

[MJ93].
QEMU [WR07, WR08, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06d, CK06g, CK06f, CK06j, CK06k, CK06m, CK06n, CK06o, CK06p, CK06q, CK06r, CK06s, Bar06, MZG14, WR07, WR08, vdK09, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06d, CK06g, CK06j, CK06k, CK06m, CK06n, CK06o, CK06r, CK06s, Deu08].

QoE [KS18].

QoS [BAC15, DXM+17, KP15, LCL14, LWL16]. QoS-aware [LWL16].

Qualitative [ALW15]. Quality [BAC15, DXM+17, KP15, LCL14, LWL16].

Quantoication [BKHS06]. quantify [TZK17, TDG+18]. Quantifying [FFB+00]. Quantitative [YZW+13]. Quelle [LC09a]. Quemu [CK06o].

Query [WK90, KHL17]. querying [CKRJ17]. queuing [Pon19].

R [Fro13, KMMV14, Vit14, Win13]. R2 [Bod10, KS10, Apr09, Bod10, Car14, Gal09b]. race [HHPV15]. R2 [Bod10, KS10, Apr09, Bod10, Car14, Gal09b]. R2 [Bod10, KS10, Apr09, Bod10, Car14, Gal09b]. R2 [Bod10, KS10, Apr09, Bod10, Car14, Gal09b]. R2 [Bod10, KS10, Apr09, Bod10, Car14, Gal09b].


Reduction [JK+11, Wat86, Wat87, ZHL16, HCJ07, LJJY15, TDG+18]. Redundancy [Tay76, GLV+10]. redundant [KJJ+16, ZWH+17].

schema [SI81]. Scheme [AMA18, KAZS14, RSN+18, SHZ+14, YWR+14, KJLY15, LJYZ15, Xcj+14, YPLZ17, YQZ14, FM90, KR94]. Schemes [Do11, MNA16, YWGH13]. Schloss [IEE01]. School [BGP00]. Science [ACM06d, BR01, DG05, SGV12]. Sciences [Shr89, MS91b]. Scientific [Bad87, RB17, dCCDFdO15]. Scientists [THLK10]. Screening [LP14]. Scripting [MJW+06]. SDSSfL [CLLS12]. SDN [BDF19, HTB19, LLY+18, SB18, VYC+17]. SDN&NFV [ABB+19b]. SDN-enabled [HTB19]. SDNs [ALW15]. SDWN [AFG+17]. Schloss [IEE01]. School [BGP00]. Science [ACM06d, BR01, DG05, SGV12]. Sciences [Shr89, MS91b]. Scientific [Bad87, RB17, dCCDFdO15]. Scientists [THLK10]. Screening [LP14].
Ano03a, B+07, D+04, Ham07, Lar09, MWHH05, OH05, R+06, Rul07, R+02].

Servern [Mar08]. Servers [DSM14, JJK11, KAZS14, SDD+16, SKJ+17, WLW+17, A+04, BBHL08, G+05, Hal08, JDJ+06, Mly09, SZ13], Service [BB13, BFG+14, DKW15, DPCA11, EMAL17, ESY+17, HJG18, HPHV17, JWL+18, LP14, LLW+16, RSNK17, RSGG15, WVT+17, WHD+16, BSM+12, CHCC07, DXM+17, EdPG+10, ECAE13, EM13, Fro13, GHM+18, KKB14, LZW13, MCJ19, RCOW12, SZ13, VOS12, YCL19]. Service-Based [LP14]. service-chaining [GHM18]. Service-Oriented [RSGG15, Fro13]. Serviceability [RB01]. Services [BFHW75, IEE06b, MSS+15, MLXG19, WC01, ZLW18, BDS+09, HBP06, KBB11, KSLA08, LTZ14, ZEdlP13]. Service-Based [LP14]. Service-Oriented [RSGG15, Fro13]. Serviceability [RB01]. Services [BFHW75, IEE06b, MSS+15, MLXG19, WC01, ZLW18, BDS+09, HBP06, KBB11, KSLA08, LTZ14, ZEdlP13]. Service-Based [LP14]. service-chaining [GHM18]. Service-Oriented [RSGG15, Fro13]. Serviceability [RB01]. Services [BFHW75, IEE06b, MSS+15, MLXG19, WC01, ZLW18, BDS+09, HBP06, KBB11, KSLA08, LTZ14, ZEdlP13]. Service-Based [LP14]. service-chaining [GHM18]. Service-Oriented [RSGG15, Fro13]. Serviceability [RB01]. Services [BFHW75, IEE06b, MSS+15, MLXG19, WC01, ZLW18, BDS+09, HBP06, KBB11, KSLA08, LTZ14, ZEdlP13]. Service-Based [LP14]. service-chaining [GHM18]. Service-Oriented [RSGG15, Fro13]. Serviceability [RB01]. Services [BFHW75, IEE06b, MSS+15, MLXG19, WC01, ZLW18, BDS+09, HBP06, KBB11, KSLA08, LTZ14, ZEdlP13].

Solver [DZ02]. Small [JJ02, SSB03, DK75, HPHS04, SS72, WH08, WWT89]. small-scale [WWT89]. Small-Sized [JJ02]. smalltalk [FIF+15, BMWB86, BSUH87, G+88, Lee86, SUH86, TLD+89]. Smalltalk-80 [BMWB86, BSUH87]. Smart [An03b, GLV99, MP+18, Rou07, WTLS+09]. Smartphone [DAH+12]. SMIL [Bru07]. SMILEmu [Bru07]. SMOK [DZ02]. Smoot [Fro13]. Smooth [DL89]. smoothed [CL14]. SMP [CL16a, KJK+13, RZ14]. SnapFiner [CHLY18]. Snapshot [CHLY18]. Snapshots [CWL+15, DS16]. Snowbird [ACM01a]. SnowFlock [LCWB+11]. SOAR [SUH86]. SOC [LVM16]. social [BTLNBF+15, LWL16]. Society [IEE90a, IEE91]. Soft [Ano03a, XH16]. Software [AFG+17, Ano94, Ano03a, Ano03b, AE01, AMA+14, CL17a, CPKL17, DBMB92, DL89, EDS+15, Hsu01, IGBKR19, JMSLM92, JN15, KP99, Kna93, KAJW93, LH16, LTT92, LLW+16, Ost94, Par79, PBR+90, Sof83, SM06, Shr89, SAT09, SB18, Sta07, Tho93, YYL+15, ZKWH17, vdK09, ACM01a, AA06, ALW15, AAB+05b, AC95, BD11, CBGM12, CFG+13, FP14, GuZ01, HSSG18, HH13, HP77, LIR12, LW16, MNT14, PV06, SV17, WZW+11, YJZY12, ZLZ13, ZHCB15, CK06q, CK06t, CK06r, CK06s]. Software-Defined [AFG+17, CL17a, JN15, LLW+16, SB18, ZKWH17, ALW15, HSSG18, LJR12].

48

CHCC07, CFS+12, DJ76, GK05, ORPS09, PGLG12, SJRS+13, STFH15, SL12, TY14, WK08, WCS06, WLL+13. **Supporting** [BMS16, CVS12, Kim84, MSS+15, Mon97, RT93, XWJX15, YWCF15, ZZF06, GD08, TT93]. **Supports** [Ano03a]. **surgery** [PBL+16]. **Survey** [BAL15, HSN17b, KKLV16, KL14, KK19, Man15a, PM19, PS16, PS19, SB16, SGB+16, UOKT84, WMUW19, AGH+15b, CB10, FMIF18, MG13, NIA18, PBB13, XTBI7, YWL+18]. **Survor** [Fra83, GHF83a, GHF83b, WNL+83]. **survivability** [YZW+13]. **Survivable** [ACA16, AM16]. **SUSE** [Bau06b]. **System** [ACM75, BBMA91, BHI15, BDG18, CD12, CAF+91, Das91, DJ77, Her10, HBL+10, IEE93a, IE01, Lar09, LW11, LJZ12, MM93, MJW+14, MKKE12, PPG+17, RT93, SL14, SS75, SVB93, SL16, SN05b, THB06, USE99, USE01b, Vra05, WN17, WLMD16, YVBC17, AJH12, ALW15, AT16, Ano93, AAB+05c, BSSM08, CCZ+06, CGL+08a, CGL+08b, CGL+08c, CK06a, Com00, CGV10, CLDA07, Dav04, Don87, DJ76, DCMW17, FP14, FLBC10, GHH+93, GK05, Ham76, HH13, JSK+13, KCS14,}

[135x634]SL12, TY14, WK08, WCS06, WLL+13]. **Supporting** [BMS16, CVS12, Kim84, MSS+15, Mon97, RT93, XWJX15, YWCF15, ZZF06, GD08, TT93]. **Supports** [Ano03a]. **surgery** [PBL+16]. **Survey** [BAL15, HSN17b, KKLV16, KL14, KK19, Man15a, PM19, PS16, PS19, SB16, SGB+16, UOKT84, WMUW19, AGH+15b, CB10, FMIF18, MG13, NIA18, PBB13, XTBI7, YWL+18]. **Survor** [Fra83, GHF83a, GHF83b, WNL+83]. **survivability** [YZW+13]. **Survivable** [ACA16, AM16]. **SUSE** [Bau06b]. **System** [ACM75, BBMA91, BHI15, BDG18, CD12, CAF+91, Das91, DJ77, Her10, HBL+10, IEE93a, IE01, Lar09, LW11, LJZ12, MM93, MJW+14, MKKE12, PPG+17, RT93, SL14, SS75, SVB93, SL16, SN05b, THB06, USE99, USE01b, Vra05, WN17, WLMD16, YVBC17, AJH12, ALW15, AT16, Ano93, AAB+05c, BSSM08, CCZ+06, CGL+08a, CGL+08b, CGL+08c, CK06a, Com00, CGV10, CLDA07, Dav04, Don87, DJ76, DCMW17, FP14, FLBC10, GHH+93, GK05, Ham76, HH13, JSK+13, KCS14,
Kou11, LLE17, LWM14, LZWD15, LCL14, LTK17, MRC+13, MA17, NS07, NV05, PSC+07, RVJ+01, RJK16, Ros06, SJB14, SK13b, SSMGD10, SJJ+12, Sto07, Syr07, TTR93, TH2+14, Vac06, Vit14, WR07, WKC+09, YK13.

Systemverwaltung [Lar09].

Tables [MT16, MT17, WLW+15]. tackle [Sub08]. tactics [OG16]. Tail [ASSB18, War80]. Taipei [SS05]. Taiwan [SS05]. Take [Kis08]. Taking [Uhl06]. talk [Piz17]. Taming [CZL08, HHPV15]. Tan [Fro13]. Tape [DK93]. Table [KMM13, PCC+16]. Tasking [MB98, Shi03, JDJ+06]. Tasks [KGS16, VS19, YSS+17, ABB19a, YQZ14]. Taxonomy [GB19, SGB+16, SB18, AGH+15a]. Taxonomy-Based [HWW18]. TCB [HC07, HPHS04]. TCP [CL16b, GKXK13, GI12]. teach [Don88]. Teaching [Agr99, Dav04, Don87, GGG03, ME87, Guz01, Ham76, KW80, MS01, NV05, WKC+09, YPPA01]. teasing [LBF12]. Technical [ACM06d, Ano06b, Han16, OH05, USE01a, USE06, BB08, Int06c, Int06a, LC09a, Wal10]. Techniken [Tho08]. Technique [JHS12, JMSLM92, LTT92, SMK02, WMUW19, ACT94, SLA+12, WMUW19, ACT94, SLA+12, WMUW19, ACT94, SLA+12]. Technologies [DF96, PZW+07, USE99, USE01b]. AMIA19, Cla05, Kao17, MP+18].

Technology [Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano04a, Ano04b, DLM+06, Don06, Got07, Her06, RG05, USE01c, USE01d, USE02, UNR+05, WHD+09, ZAI+16, Apr09, Int05a, Int05b, Int06b, Int06c, Int06a, AJM+06, NSL+06, NKK+06, RSW+06, Uhl06]. Tele [HMS04]. Tele-lab [HMS04]. telehealth [WQG15]. template [WRX11]. Temporal [CWD0+06]. Tenancy [DY17]. tenant [SWW+18, YKL16, ZRY15]. terminal [KCT08]. terminals [IK+06, ISE08]. Terra [BSI+15]. TerrierTail [ASSB18]. Tesseract [ABG14]. Test [SM06, ABDD+91, IIPP09, LLS+12]. testbed [HLW+10, ZGW+06]. testbeds [ACM06c]. Testboard [Kut92]. Testing [Ame13, CQLL18, DKF94, GFB+92, HLP+16, Kao17, KLF+15, MMP+12, Ost94, VS06, BD11, CSS+16, KFF12, SCFP00]. Texas [ACH75, ACM06d, USE01b, IEE02, IEE03]. their [EF94, KCV11, SS13]. Third [YYPA01, Vit14, YZW+13, ZFY18]. third-party [CRZH15, PG74, PG73]. Third-Party [CRZH15]. Thoth [KB17]. thousand [SK13b]. thousand-core [SK13b]. Thread [MP01, BKC+13, Ven97d]. threaded [HC17, SE12, tTR82]. threads [UR15]. Threat [SL16]. threats [PZH13]. Three [YYPA01, Vit14, YZW+13, ZFY18]. three-layer [ZFY18]. threshold [SENS16, TDG+18]. threshold-based [SENS16]. Throughput [BPP+17, GKKX13, GH12, ZSW+06]. Thunderbird [Joo06]. ticket [OL13].
tier \cite{WDCL08, ZNSL14}. tiered \cite{AW17}. Time
\cite{Bad87, CW03, Fuq91, Hu90, HWB03, HS06, LTE12, LWC+17, MS70, PPG+17, Sta97, ABB19a, AS76, AMIA19, ACT94, ABC+07, BBS06, CGM17, DEE+16, HK07, HeC14, Ivo03, KJ13, KBB11, LD05, LTK17, MNT14, QTO6, She91, Ste14, TSLBYF08, WQG15, YK13, YCL+19, ZEdlP13].

Time-Constrained \cite{LTE12}. Time-Sharing \cite{MS70}. timebombs \cite{CWdO+06}. Timing \cite{Hu90, HWB03, LGR14}. tiny \cite{LC02}. TLB \cite{OLZ16, RGSJ17}. TM \cite{Qia99}. Tolerance \cite{JKJ+10, RZPX19, ZJXL11, RCOW12, YLH14}. Tolerant \cite{FK03, Kim84, YWR+14, SNV10}. Tool \cite{Ano03b, Wil01, KK79, Lia05, Skr01, SCFP00}. toolkit \cite{DZ02, PW03}. Tools \cite{AC98, BDG18, Cal75, GG11, LC09a, MJW+06, PY93, QNC07, ACM01a, EL98, YYPA01}. top \cite{KMT14, PBWH+12, Won97}. topic \cite{YZSC17}. Topics \cite{IEE01}. topological \cite{KKM+13}. Topology \cite{CYX+17, TB17, dSdF16, AM16}. Topology-Adaptive \cite{CYX+17}. Topology-Aware \cite{dSdF16}. Toronto \cite{Sof83}. Total \cite{LGJ+18, THG+18}. TotalStorage \cite{D+04}. TPC \cite{NP13}. TPHOLs \cite{BW03}. TPM \cite{KC12}. TR \cite{Int05b, Int06c, Int06a}. Trace \cite{MZG14, BDE+03, DC15}. Traces \cite{WKG17}. Tracing \cite{BT15, PFH+16, WKJ15, Wol99}. Track \cite{Shr89}. Tracking \cite{JADAD06a}. Tractable \cite{KR94}. Trade \cite{DPBK16}. Trade-os \cite{CMM+06a, CMM+06b, CMM+06c}. Trac-Aware \cite{CGC16, CYX+17}. trac-intensive \cite{IKU15}. trac-sensitive \cite{DK17}. Transactional \cite{URJ18, CMM+06a, CMM+06b, CMM+06c, ZHCB15}. Transcendent \cite{VTW16}. Transformation \cite{DPBK16}. transformations \cite{MBWW86, Syr07}. Transiently \cite{LDRS18}. Translation \cite{JXL+12, LH16, YVCB17, dGG+17, CFG+13, JYW+13, Oi05, Oi06, Oi08}. translation-based \cite{Oi05}. Translational \cite{WIDP12}. translations \cite{UTO13}. Transmission \cite{RSNK17, RSN+18}. Transparent \cite{BZA12, FK03, KJ+10, KKH14, MSF+12, dGG+17, AW17, JXZ+10, MRC+13, YJZY12}. Transputer \cite{Boa90, GHH+93, Boa90, GHH+93}. travel \cite{TSLBYF08}. Traveling \cite{YK13}. traversal \cite{YTS14}. Treating \cite{SSOT17}. Tree \cite{Hal79, KMMV14}. Trenches \cite{HN10}. Trends \cite{RG05, AH12, CM18, JPTE94, vD06}. TRI \cite{ACM97}. TR-IAda’97 \cite{ACM97}. trie \cite{SV17}. trie-based \cite{SV17}. tries \cite{SV15}. Trigram \cite{Cox12}. Troubleshooting \cite{WF03}. Troy \cite{Ano97a}. Trusted \cite{DPW+09, SVB03, BCP+08, KSLA08, WH08}. TrustZone \cite{PPG+17, PS19}. TrustZone-Assisted \cite{PPG+17}. Trustful \cite{NMG15}. TSAC \cite{WZL15}. Tucson \cite{IEE05}. Tuning \cite{EDS+15, RS16}. Tutoring \cite{GH91b}. TVDC \cite{BCP+08}. Twelfth \cite{MR91}. Twenty \cite{MS91b, Shr89}. Twenty-Fourth \cite{MS91b}. Twenty-Second \cite{Shr89}. TwinDrivers \cite{MSZ09}. twins \cite{HCJ07}. twitter \cite{Guy14}. Two \cite{AW17, SSG90, TF16, BSSM08, HCJ07, LUL+05}.
two-dimensional [BSSM08]. Two-level [SSG90]. Two-phase [TF16].
Two-tiered [AW17]. TX [ACM99]. Type
[ADM98, AT16, Arv02, KCV11, PRB07]. type- [Arv02]. Type-Precision
[ADM98]. Typeded [G+88, BDT13, GLV99, KRCH14]. Types [Wel94].
TypeScript [RSF+15]. Typing [RSF+15].
u.v.a [Tho08]. UKCF [JXL+12]. umfassende [Bod10, Fis09]. Umgebung
[CK06p]. Umgebung
[CK06a, CK06e, CK06c, CK06d, CK06g, CK06f, CK06i, CK06h, CK06j,
CK06k, CK06m, CK06l, CK06n, CK06o, CK06q, CK06t, CK06r, CK06s].
UML [Fre05, RFBO001]. UMLexe [Fre05]. uncertainty [LPBB+18].
underlying [FBZS12]. understand [DMH18]. Underlying
[FRM+15, Set13, ZRZY15, LWB+15]. Undocumented [Sch94b, Sch94a].
Unfairness [SJA+17]. Unified [MBA+12]). Uniform [Eug06, Bod88].
Unifying [MD12]. unique [AM16]. Unit [DCG12, PXG+17]. United
[Vra05]. uniting [LUL+05]. Units [VLZL16, Vol90]. UNIVAC [Kam75].
Universe [Nel04]. Universities [Sta07]. University
[ACM75, ACM81, Kre10, IEE96a, IEE97, IEE99]. UNIX
[JJ91, KAH83, NSHW10, Gen86, HO92, Ka97]. Unknown [CLW+14].
unleashed [Ano97d, HH08, MG08, MG09]. Unmodified
[HLP+16, MKKE12]. Unpicking [LBF12]. unsound [AT16]. Untrusted
[CD12, HKD+13, HPH04, WLL+13, ZBP05]. upcalls [LD11]. Update
[VVC+17, J+05]. Updates [LDRS18]. updating [CCZ+06]. upgrade
[CHCC07]. Upgrades [Ano03a]. uptrees [HB13]. UPWN [M+06]. Urgent
[AGJS16]. USA [ACM81, ACM01a, ACM03b, ACM05a, ACM06c, ACM06b,
ACM06d, Boa90, IEE93a, Shr89, USE01c, ACM75, ACM05d, ACM06a,
Ano01b, Ano04b, IEE84b, Ost94, USE85, USE86, USE91, USE93, USE99,
USE00a, USE01a, USE01b, USE06]. Usage
[KLTT18, RSW+06, WH99, KTB17, RGAT18, SK13c]. USB [Ano03a]. Use
[Bec09, CLLS12, Gyu14, KK79, Sch13a, SJJ+12]. used [tTR82]. useful
[LC09a]. USENIX [ACM05d, So83, USE91, USE93, USE06]. User
[Chu06, ZQCZ16, Ano93, ACT94, Bor97, Guz01, PG11, RSC+15, Sto07,
ZLZ13, ZLZ+19a, CTK08, Dav04]. user-controlled [St07]. User-Level
[Chu06, ZQCZ16, ZLZ13]. user-space [PG11]. User-terminal [CKT08].
Users [Boa90, SS17]. userspace [Ste14]. Using
[AAF+09, ABV12, ALL06, Bas04, Bas06, BRX13, CQLL18, CCO+05,
DBM92, Don88, ESY+17, Guz01, HLV+10, HWHW18, JMSLM92, LJN+00,
LTT92, LD05, MV16, OLZ16, PEC+14, RSW+06, Sec10, SM06, SC17,
SYB12, SAT00, SBK15, SXCL14, TDG+18, WDSW01, WKG17, WUNK17,
Wil01, Wol99, XSC13, ZBP07, ZLW+19, dGG+17, AD18, Agr99, ATS16,
AWR05, AP18, AGIS94, BSM+12, BVHR05, CL14, CCZ+06, Dan12,
FFBG08, FL13b, GHM+18, HJ10, HN08, HPHS04, Hol95, JNR12, JWH+15,
JGSE13, Juo07, KKM+13, KS18, KJJ+16, KGS16, KL13, Kous11, KRG+12,
LDL14, LIWW18, LQW+12, NV05, PBL+16, Pon19, RP07, SVG13, SSN12,
V [Gal09b, Lar09, LC09a, Apr09, Car06, KVV09, KSS09, KS10, Lar09, LC09b, LC09a, MG08, MG09, SRS09]. V2E [YJZY12]. Validation [SSB14b, SSB01]. Value [TF16]. vApp [SG10a]. Variable [ADM98, Lam75, Oi05, Oi08]. VAX [KZB90, LJZ12]. VAX/SVS [LJZ12]. vCache [KKH14]. vCloud [MKM10]. VCP [Khn09]. vCPUs [OLZ16]. vCUDA [SCSL12]. VDE [GD08]. Vector [Abr80, LRZ16, WWS89, Ble89, SZ88]. vectorized [SZ88]. vectorizing [LRP19]. VEE [ACM05d, ACM06f]. VEEs [LCT15]. Vegas [ACM81]. vehicular [MCC18, YBZ15]. Vergleich [Zim05]. verifiable [CMP13, PK75]. Verification [ABDD91, JE12, JES15, SSB14b, ZL18, FC98, LLS12, PBL16, SSS17, SSB01]. Versatile [SN05b]. Version [Bru07, Sim92, WR07, WR08, Ano94, Ano14a, IBM96, MIS05]. versioning [STFH15, WF07]. versus [DK75, HPHS04, SCEG08, VED06]. vertical [STY14]. Verwaltung [Zim05]. Very [RGSJ17, SSB03]. VFe [Ano05]. vGreen [DMR10]. VHDL [FS89]. VI [Int06b]. via [FL13a, GI12, GLLJ16, HSK17, HB13, KJM07, LLL11, MIS05, ZL18, FC98, LLS12, PBL16, SSS17, SSB01]. viable [HW15]. viele [WR07, WR08]. vieles [Joo06]. View [GB19, KKH14, AD18, Guy14, LDDT12]. Views [PW03]. Vigilant [PBYH08]. VIII [IEE01, IEE96a]. VINEYard [CRB12]. Violation [ZHL16]. violations [BSM12]. virtio [Rus08]. Virtual [ACM05d, ACM06f, AGJS16, AS85a, ABC06, AEM14, ADM98, AGH15a, AAB05a, ABV12, Ano75, Ano94, Ano97b, Ano97a, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano02, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano05, JLSN14, AE01, Apr09, Arc07, AD11, AAK18, ASSB18, Att79, ACA16, AC98, AMA11, BWP85, BFHW75, Bak83, Bal91, BMS16, BP99, BDF03, BBTK17, BDJdS02, BSS14, BW19, BDF99, Bee05, BCC15, Bel06, BB13, BN75, BD09, BBH08, BL17, BFG14, BWD15, BBM15, Blu02, BBM09, BD01, BP01, BP03, BZD17, Bro89, BRX13, VMW19, BBS06, BZH16, B07, Caa00, CTS03, CW03, CCW05, CLD17a, CFH79, CFX80, CWL12, CFM17, CML12, Car13, CK87, CFVP12, CWS12, CHCC07, CF00, CT03, CSS13, CGC16, CL16a, CL16b, CRZH15, CCO05, Cla97, Coh97, CDG97, Cox09, Cra05, Cra06, Cra98]. Virtual [CH78, CGW00, CWL15, CHPY17, CYX17, CHLY18, CDN02, Dalxx, DAH12, Dal97, DHPW01, Dan86, DSM14, DG05, DEK03, Den01, DK17, DMR10, DKLW15, DFK6, Do11, DGLZ11, Dom80a, DJ76, DJ77, DCA04, DLS01, EGR15, EGJS15, ECI16, Eng99, EMAL17, EG01, Ert03, EDS15, FFB00, FG91, Fis01, FPS02, F071, F08, Fra98, FK03, FL13a, Gal75, G01, GIK99, Gei02, Gen86, GGG03, GLBJ18, Gum83, HHV02, HHW10,
virtual [MS00, Mat09, MN03, MC93, MG13, MRG17, MN91, MST05, hTMAC08, MAK07, NK10, NOK85, NOR15, NV05, NIA18, OG16, Oi08, OMB15, ORPS09, PFH16, PEL11, PSBG11b, PMC05, PFPJ18, PBHY08, PCB18, Pix17, Pon19, PRL16, PV08, Pul91, RK16, RH17, RH02, Raj79, RT18, Req03, RFBLO01, RJK15, Rus08, SJJ14, SS13, SE16, SNV10, SchL13, SSN12, She91, SJF12, SJW13, SAG13, SL00, SGGB99, SGGB00, SKC73, Smi97, SYA17, SSL13, SMA10, Spi06, Ste14, SSU12, Str13, SZL14, SLA16, HZ11, Syr07, TZ17, TML14, Tay76, tTR82, TGC10, THG18, TI109, TMV12, TB14, TDG06, Tsa14, TlC13, Tur84, Vac06, Van98, VT14, Ven96, Ven97c, Ven97d, Ven99b, VON07, VVB13, VDO14, WGF11, WKT08, WRX11, WZV13, WQ15]. virtual [WKJ15, WHC16, WCY17, WXZ17, WR07, WDT18, Web10, WK08, WH08, WCS06, WLL13, WSY09, WRSW11, WRS15, XJ15, XWW15, XZ16, XW17, YC98b, YME05, YZW13, YL14, YLH14, YPL17, YB15, YKL10, Ye99, WW09, YRJ18, YGN16, YWGH13, YQ14, YTO00, ZG13, ZW16, ZY18, ZB15, ZL15, ZL16, ZWC17, ZWC18, ZWC19, ZBC05, ZBP07, ZWL09, ZL13, ZLLL13, ZWH17, ZLC18, ZWC14, dSOK17, AGIS94, BPB86, Ca00, Fuji91, GKP19, GHM18, KM13, Mon97, PEC14, Ros09, VON07, WDE06, WDL02]. virtual-machine [HUL06, HPHS04].

Virtual-Machine-Based [JN15], virtual-time [She91]. Virtualbox [Deu08, Bec09]. virtualisation [Apo19]. virtualised [MPF06]. virtualisierte [Mar08, Kar07]. Virtualisierung [Spr06, Spr07].

Virtualisierungs-Buch [Tho08]. Virtualisierungs-Buch [Tho08]. Virtualisierungslösung [Spr06, Spr07]. Virtualisierungslösungen [PO09].

Virtualisierungsoftware [Zim05]. Virtualisierungssystemen [Deu08].

Virtualitäten [Den01]. Virtualisierbare [HH13, PG74, PG73]. Virtualisierung [AFG17, AJM06, AAD16, APST05, An03b, AVMT11, Bac11, Bc10, BHEP14, BDR12, CZL08, CSL07, CGS06, CHW12, CXL15, CWH16, CQLL18, CD12, CDD13, cCWS14, CLLS12, Chu06, Coh10, Cre09, Cre10b, CGW07, DMS02, DW14, DPCA11, DLM06, Don06, DMG15, DY17, EMAL17, FPR16, Fer11, FPD05, FRD18, FLZ17, Gal09a, Gal11, GHS17, GW07, Got07, GG11, HD16, HFW07, Her06, HN10, HHC16, HSN17a, HSN17b, HDM08, HSL17, HB12, JW17, KHW16, KS08a, KMM13, KS08b,
KGS16, Kot10, Kot11, KC12, LHI16, LWC+17, LLW+16, LRZ16, LZW+17, LCFL12, LDDT12, MCC18, MA10, MCZ06, MUKX06, MA17, MGL+17, MWHH05, NTR18, NSL+06, NKK+06, NS16, OVI+12, PZW+07, PHL+12, PM19, PZH13, PsDS08, PNT12, PST+15, QNC07, RSW+06, RCM+12, R+06, RTRL+18, RZPX19, RRK17, RVX+12, RRO9, Sed07, SM06.

**Virtualization** [CDD13, RZPX19, AAJD+16, DPCA11, MCC18, WDC10, CGL+08a, CGL+08c, CB10, CMM+06a, CMM+06b, CMM+06c, Cia07, Cia05, CM18, CKT08, Cre08a, Cre08b, Cre10a, CB07, DLL+16, DBO+18, DYL+12, DCP+12, DS09b, Dero8, EdPG+10, ECAE13, FFGB08, FP14, FJKK17].

**virtualization** [FLCB10, FS08, Fro13, FK13, FSH+13, GKK17, GLA+08, G+06, G+06, GTN+06, GA+12, GKT17, HLW+10, HAO8, HAN16, HIG16, HHS18, HPcC04, HCl12, IJK+06, ISE08, IMK+13, J+05, JMO8, JXZ+10, JZZ13, Koo17, KV09, KSR10, KKB14, KWZ+19, KL13, Kro09, LPD+11, LD11, LUL+05, LL17, LLW12, LZW13, LLY+18, LIY15, LWQ+12, LCL14, LWL16, LR+16, LRS14, LP11, DLD+08, MG19, MMM06, MS1+12, MDJ+08, MIS+05, MBA+12, MBBS13, MY09, MMG+18, MR06, NTH+17, NB11, P+08, PG11, PBB13, QZDJ16, RSC+15, RS16, RQD+17, Ribo8, RSLAGL16, Ros06, Ros07, SVN+10, SJSR+13, SWcCM12, SIRP17, SPF+07, SWW+18, SAB+07, SWC08, SL12, TDG+18, TSB19, TLB12, VW08, VSC+10, VOS12, WR12, WZ+11, WCC+16a, WCC16c, WSC09, WJGA12, XKY+11, XZ11, YKS16, YJZ12, YTS14, YLH14, YLH14, YC+19, ZED1P13].

**virtualization** [ZSR+05, ZSW+06, ZLZ13, vD06, vHO8, Gua14, BC19, MC19, YWL+18].

**Virtualization-Based** [CDD13, RZPX19, AAJD+16, DPCA11, MCC18, WDC10, CGL+08a, CGL+08c, CGL+08c, QZDJ16].

**Virtualized** [CSS11, CB09, CD+10, CFW+13, CWH+14, CL15, CZZ+06, CGL+08a, CGL+08b, CGL+08c, CB10, CMM+06a, CMM+06b, CMM+06c, Cia07, Cia05, CM18, CKT08, Cre08a, Cre08b, Cre10a, CB07, DLL+16, DBO+18, DYL+12, DCP+12, DS09b, Dero8, EdPG+10, ECAE13, FFGB08, FP14, FJKK17].

**VirtualKnotter** [ZWC+14].

**Virtual** [Spi06, WL96, Tre05].

**VirtualPower** [NS07].

**virtuelle** [WF03, WR07, WR08, Zim05, Zin06].

**virtuellen** [CK06a, CK06c, CK06d, CK06g, CK06i, CK06h, CK06j, CK06k, CK06m, CK06l, CK06n, CK06o, CK06r, CK06q, CK06t, CK06u].
Virtuoso [DGLZ+11]. VIRTUS [IJK+06]. Vision [Arm78]. Visual [Fra06, Fra09, MC98, Wil06, Hee07, Hog06, Hog08]. Visualization [Nel04]. Visualizing [WT91]. VLISP [Ram03]. VLSI [IN87]. VM [Aon01a, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano03a, AB16, ABG14, Att79, Bar78, BN89, BT15, Boz89, Cal75, CBZ+16, ESY+17, Fis91, FL13b, GH91a, G+06, GH12, HXZ+16, Hc12, HW15, IBM94, LBF12, LJZ12, LWLL10, MSS91, MLA83, NOK+85, OJG91, P+,08, PG18, RSNK17, SHW+15, SBK15, SNC91, StdB15, TB17, Wal10, YZLQ14, YKM17, YWR+14, ZFL15, ZDLG17].


VMBackup [ZXW16]. vmBBProfiler [TZK17]. Vmgen [EGK02]. VMI [LLF+18]. Vmknoppix [Deu08]. VMM [AD18, ALL06, Car14, DQR+13, DLX+17, KZB+90, LD11, LHAP06, OLZ16, RQD+17, SM90]. VMM-based [ALL06]. VMM-Bypass [LHAP06]. VMM-to-guest [LD11]. VMMB [MKKE12]. VMOR [MSI18]. VMP [JNR12]. VMPlanner [FLL+13]. VMPlants [KGZ+04]. VMMP [Loy92, LG93]. VMs [KMT14, KJJ+13, RJK16, VS19]. VMScatter [CLL+13]. VMSI [ZTW17]. VMThunder [ZLW+14]. VMWare [Joo06, CK06f, Ham07, Khu09, KGG00, Tho08, Zim05, Zim06, Bas04, Bas06, War05, Wil01, AHH+03, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano07, BB+10, Ban06c, Bor01, BDR+12, CK06f, Com00, Com03, DS09b, D+04, Gal09b, GKB+15, Hal08, Hal09, Her10, HSM17, IHPB09, Kis08, KMK10, Lav10, Low08, Low09, Low11, LGM+14, MRM06, MBM09, Mcc08, MWHH05, MJW+06, Ng01a, Ng01b, NL00, OH99, Ru07, R+02, Se10, SIK+16, SVL01, Ten17, TH10, Wal02, Wal09, War02, WF03, War11, Zim05, Zim06, B+07]. VNC [RSLAGCLB16]. Vol.II [Shr89]. Volatile [AMH+16, HN08]. voltage [TGD+18, AMAB17]. Volume [AvMT11]. Vorstellung [CK06b, CK06e, CK06c, CK06d, CK06g, CK06f, CK06k, CK06m, CK06l, CK06n, CK06o, CK06q, CK06t, CK06c, CK06s]. VPC [KJM+07]. VPFS [WH08]. VPN [MSI+12]. vs [Gal09b, WKJ17]. VSA [SHLJ13]. vsAN [FKZ17]. VSched [LD05]. Vshadow [WLW+17]. VSim [RPE12]. vSphere [Gal09b, Lav10, Low09, LGM+14, Fit14, Hal09]. vSphere5 [Low11]. VSwapper [ATS14]. vSwitch [TSP17]. vulnerabilities [RY10]. Vulnerability [CRZH15, Ano99a, JKDC05]. vulnerability-specific [JKDC05]. Vulnerable [JSHM15, JAS+15].

Web-based [CVWL13, Kag09]. Web/Java [FF96, Ano96]. Web/Java-based [FF96, Ano96]. Weight [WWL+17, HB08, YGN+06].

Weir [BMER14]. Welfare [ZHW+17, LWLL16]. Well [WC01].

Well-Conditioned [WC01]. Werkzeugen [KGG00]. Which [MS17, War80]. Whispers [WXW15]. Who [BDG18, LS15]. whole [BBM09]. whose [BBS06]. wichtigsten [CK06b]. Wide [WWL+17, HB08, YGN+06].

Weir [BMER14]. Welfare [ZHW+17, LWLL16]. Well [WC01].

Who [BDG18, LS15]. whole [BBM09]. whose [BBS06]. wichtigsten [CK06b]. Wide [WWL+17, HB08, YGN+06].

Web-based [CVWL13, Kag09]. Web/Java [FF96, Ano96]. Web/Java-based [FF96, Ano96]. Weight [WWL+17, HB08, YGN+06].

Weir [BMER14]. Welfare [ZHW+17, LWLL16]. Well [WC01].

Well-Conditioned [WC01]. Werkzeugen [KGG00]. Which [MS17, War80]. Whispers [WXW15]. Who [BDG18, LS15]. whole [BBM09]. whose [BBS06]. wichtigsten [CK06b]. Wide [WWL+17, HB08, YGN+06].

Weir [BMER14]. Welfare [ZHW+17, LWLL16]. Well [WC01].
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